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**Bristol article featured in one of country’s largest newspapers**

City officials were very pleased to see the article in the Dallas Morning News GuideLive section on Sunday, January 12. The article written by Robin Soslow, Special Contributor to the Dallas newspaper told the story of the city’s rich musical heritage as well as that of other communities from the region such as Bluff City, Surgoinsville, and the county seat Blountville. Proving that the entire area is one where music of all genres thrives. On just about any given day music may be found somewhere in the area from musical stops on the scenic Sunny Side Trail to downtown Bristol.

“It was such a great article on Bristol. I was so excited to hear about it and couldn’t wait to read it. So many of our musical venues and restaurants were mentioned and the beauty of our region was talked about in such an artistic and imaginative way. I hope everyone who reads it will make plans to visit our area this year,” said Michelle Dolan, Mayor of Bristol, Tennessee.

The article featured pictures of the Bristol Train Station, a downtown art gallery where a jam session was taking place, the giant guitar on Volunteer Parkway, the 1927 Bristol Sessions Mural on State Street, and the iconic Bristol Welcome sign.

Dallas Morning News has over 400,000 daily subscribers and is one of the country’s largest daily newspapers in the United States.
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